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Akron Brass maritime Products Fire Fighting Equipments

Seller Info

Name: Sayyan Khawaja

First Name: Sayyan

Last Name: Khawaja

Country: India

ZIP code: 682001

Phone: +773 (50) 809-9

Listing details

Reference Number: RF196713

Common

Title: Akron Brass maritime Products Fire Fighting

Equipments

Description: In the marine sector, where the possibility of

shipfires poses serious threats to both crew and

vessels, fire safety is of utmost concern. A variety of

specialist fire-fighting equipment is used to reduce

these dangers. Portable fire extinguishers are put in

strategic locations all over a ship. They are available

in a variety of forms, such as CO2, dry chemicals,

and foam, and each is intended to put out a particular

kind of fire, such as an electrical, flammable liquid,

or solid material fire.These are essential for

suppressing fire in its early stages. 

For many years, Akron Brass has offered the marine

industry durable, trustworthy, and fire protection

gear made especially for the special circumstances

that arise during emergencies at sea. A variety of

hand line nozzles, fittings, adapters, manual or

remote-controlled monitors, and tools are among the

marine firefighting supplies offered by Akron. The 

Products that are offered by Akron Bass are as
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1.    Marine Nozzle Style 1702 

2.    Marine Nozzle Style 1720 

3.    Fire Hose Nozzles

4.     Firefighting Monitors

5.     Firefighting Tools

6.     High-Performance Tools for Firefighters.

Here is a list of some of the most important

firefighting tools used in the maritime industry:

Fire Hoses: Fire hoses are attached to fire hydrants

or firefighting systems and are often composed of

sturdy materials like canvas or rubber. They can

transport water, foam, or other.

Firefighting Gear and Suits: Special firefighting

suits that protect firefighters from smoke and flames

and resist heat are worn by those on board. Helmets,

gloves, and boots designed for firefighting are

frequently included with these suits.

Alarm and detection systems for fire: Alarms, heat

sensors, and smoke detectors are all part of these

systems, which are strategically placed all over the

ship. They naturally recognize indications of fire and

trigger cautions, making the group aware of the

presence of a fire.

Fire Fighting Devices: Without causing damage to

sensitive equipment, fixed fire suppression systems

put out fires in enclosed areas like control rooms or

engine rooms using clean agents like FM-200 or

gases like CO2. Fire blankets are used to smother

small fires or to wrap over someone whose clothing

is on fire in order to effectively shut off the oxygen

supply to the fire.

Fireman's Outfit: A firefighter's uniform consists of

a heat-resistant suit, a helmet with a face shield,

breathing equipment, and boots. This enables

qualified professionals to go into regions where

there are current flames and fight them there.

Location

State/Region/Province:Bolívar

Country: Venezuela

Address: Venture Blvd Wooster,

Ohio 44691
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Additional information

Phone: 18002281161

Website: https://www.akronbrass.c

om/

Facebook: https://m.facebook.com/A

KRONBRASS/events/?re

f=page

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Akron

Brass

Instagram: https://www.instagram.co

m/akronbrasscompany/?hl

=en
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